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From: ODFW Commission
To: Amanda Mckenzie; 
Subject: FW: Native Fish Society comments on proposed revision to OAR 635-006-

0225
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 8:52:13 AM
Attachments: NFS_Comments_on_proposed_revision_to_OAR 635-006-0225.doc 

For the Commission packet. - Teri Kucera 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Mark Sherwood [mailto:mark@nativefishsociety.org] 
Sent: Monday, May 28, 2012 7:07 PM 
To: stephen.h.williams@state.or.us 
Cc: odfw.commission@state.or.us; Bill Bakke; 'Jim Myron'; Mike Moody 
Subject: Native Fish Society comments on proposed revision to OAR 
635-006-0225 
 
Dear Steve Williams, 
 
Please find the attached comments from the Native Fish Society regarding 
the proposed revision to OAR 635-006-0225. NFS would like to engage with 
ODFW staff and Commissioners to ensure the right questions are answered 
prior to amending current rules. Thank you for the opportunity to 
comment in this process and for providing our commentary to the 
pertinent staff and officials. 
 
Warmly, 
Mark Sherwood 
 
River Steward Coordinator 
Native Fish Society 
221 Molalla Ave., Suite 100 
Oregon City, OR 97045 
www.nativefishsociety.org 
503-496-0807 (office) 
303-898-8988 (mobile) 
503-496-0806 (fax) 
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Native Fish Society


221 Molalla Ave., Suite 100


Oregon City, OR 97045


503.496.0807

admin@nativefishsociety.org

The Native Fish Society is a forward-thinking organization guided by the best available science to advocate for historically abundant wild, native fish and promote the stewardship of habitats that sustain them.



Native Fish Society recommends ODFW staff and Commissioners seek answers to the following considerations prior to a revision of the existing (OAR 635-006-0225) to allow tribal harvested steelhead in the Columbia River to be sold in the Oregon retail market: 


1. Will the harvest rate cap on B-run steelhead in the tribal fishery provide adequate protection for A-run steelhead?  A harvest cap on B-run steelhead does not necessarily provide conservation management benefit to ESA-listed A-run steelhead even though larger mesh sizes may be employed to avoid their capture. It may be possible to develop a target fishery on A-run steelhead for the retail market in Oregon.  Would this rule adoption prevent that from happening?


2. Will this rule change allow fish harvested by the tribes in Columbia River tributaries such as the Deschutes River dip net fishery, to be sold in Oregon retail markets, or would they be excluded.  If the rule allows the sale of tributary harvested fish in Oregon, it could have an impact on ESA-listed steelhead in those tributaries affecting their recovery.


3. It is not clear from the proposed rule that fish harvested from the Hoh River, Washington that can be sold in the Oregon retail market are certified as to location of harvest and by tribal fishery.  In speaking to OSP representatives regarding the sale of steelhead in Oregon retail markets, I got the impression that this may be an issue that is unenforceable.  The backgrounder for the rule change did not indicate the position of the OSP on this proposed rule.


4. Will steelhead harvested in Columbia River tribal fisheries be identified by tribal fishery and location of catch when sold to the distributer?  Identification of catch location is important to enforcement as well as management and recovery efforts by ODFW, WDFW, and IDFG as well as NOAA Fisheries.


5. In my experience conducting mark sampling on the Columbia River tribal fishery, I learned from the tribal fisherman that they know locations where they can target steelhead for harvest.  This rule change implies that the tribal steelhead sold in the Oregon retail market would be incidentally harvested while conducting target fisheries for salmon rather than fisheries targeted on steelhead.  Tribal commercial fisheries targeting steelhead would create a conservation concern for impacts to wild steelhead.


6. Has the ODFW evaluated this rule change for impact on the recovery and management of ESA-listed steelhead, including both B-run and A-run stocks?  Has ODFW conferred with NOAA Fisheries regarding this question, and what was the federal response? The data indicates that B-run steelhead recovery is not advanced by current harvest management and that this run may go extinct in the wild.  Given this problem, it is unlikely that using harvest rate management rather than escapement targets will provide the protection needed to recover the steelhead whether they are A-run or B-run.


7. This rule change is proposed because it would modify state law that now prohibits the sale of Columbia River steelhead in Oregon retail markets.  Passage of this rule may eventually permit the harvest of steelhead in non-tribal commercial fisheries as it opens the door for the retail sale of tribal harvested steelhead and would discriminate against the non-tribal fisheries in the lower Columbia River.


8. This rule change will likely increase the harvest of steelhead in the Columbia River, affecting management and recovery of threatened wild steelhead in the Columbia River basin above Bonneville Dam.  Given that potential impact is the ODFW proposing to conduct a monitoring and evaluation assessment of this fishery to determine its impacts on wild steelhead? In order to provide more protection for threatened steelhead the ODFW should expand river mouth and thermal refuge sanctuaries where steelhead concentrate during summer when the Columbia River temperatures increase to lethal conditions.


9. The rule notice did not provide information regarding the position of Washington and Idaho fish management agencies and NOAA Fisheries regarding this rule change. If they had provided feed back to ODFW, that information should have been included in the write-up for this rule change.  In addition, even though some public groups were asked for their opinion (the Native Fish Society was not included), but their positions were also not stated in the background for this rule change.




Bill Bakke


Native Fish Society, Director of Science and Conservation
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Native Fish Society recommends ODFW staff and Commissioners seek answers to the following 
considerations prior to a revision of the existing (OAR 635-006-0225) to allow tribal harvested 
steelhead in the Columbia River to be sold in the Oregon retail market:  
 

1. Will the harvest rate cap on B-run steelhead in the tribal fishery provide adequate 
protection for A-run steelhead?  A harvest cap on B-run steelhead does not necessarily 
provide conservation management benefit to ESA-listed A-run steelhead even though 
larger mesh sizes may be employed to avoid their capture. It may be possible to develop a 
target fishery on A-run steelhead for the retail market in Oregon.  Would this rule adoption 
prevent that from happening? 

 
2. Will this rule change allow fish harvested by the tribes in Columbia River tributaries such 

as the Deschutes River dip net fishery, to be sold in Oregon retail markets, or would they 
be excluded.  If the rule allows the sale of tributary harvested fish in Oregon, it could have 
an impact on ESA-listed steelhead in those tributaries affecting their recovery. 

 
3. It is not clear from the proposed rule that fish harvested from the Hoh River, Washington 

that can be sold in the Oregon retail market are certified as to location of harvest and by 
tribal fishery.  In speaking to OSP representatives regarding the sale of steelhead in Oregon 
retail markets, I got the impression that this may be an issue that is unenforceable.  The 
backgrounder for the rule change did not indicate the position of the OSP on this proposed 
rule. 

 
4. Will steelhead harvested in Columbia River tribal fisheries be identified by tribal fishery 

and location of catch when sold to the distributer?  Identification of catch location is 
important to enforcement as well as management and recovery efforts by ODFW, WDFW, 
and IDFG as well as NOAA Fisheries. 

 
5. In my experience conducting mark sampling on the Columbia River tribal fishery, I learned 

from the tribal fisherman that they know locations where they can target steelhead for 
harvest.  This rule change implies that the tribal steelhead sold in the Oregon retail market 
would be incidentally harvested while conducting target fisheries for salmon rather than 
fisheries targeted on steelhead.  Tribal commercial fisheries targeting steelhead would 
create a conservation concern for impacts to wild steelhead. 

 
6. Has the ODFW evaluated this rule change for impact on the recovery and management of 

ESA-listed steelhead, including both B-run and A-run stocks?  Has ODFW conferred with 
NOAA Fisheries regarding this question, and what was the federal response? The data 
indicates that B-run steelhead recovery is not advanced by current harvest management and 
that this run may go extinct in the wild.  Given this problem, it is unlikely that using 
harvest rate management rather than escapement targets will provide the protection needed 
to recover the steelhead whether they are A-run or B-run. 

 



7. This rule change is proposed because it would modify state law that now prohibits the sale 
of Columbia River steelhead in Oregon retail markets.  Passage of this rule may eventually 
permit the harvest of steelhead in non-tribal commercial fisheries as it opens the door for 
the retail sale of tribal harvested steelhead and would discriminate against the non-tribal 
fisheries in the lower Columbia River. 

 
8. This rule change will likely increase the harvest of steelhead in the Columbia River, 

affecting management and recovery of threatened wild steelhead in the Columbia River 
basin above Bonneville Dam.  Given that potential impact is the ODFW proposing to 
conduct a monitoring and evaluation assessment of this fishery to determine its impacts on 
wild steelhead? In order to provide more protection for threatened steelhead the ODFW 
should expand river mouth and thermal refuge sanctuaries where steelhead concentrate 
during summer when the Columbia River temperatures increase to lethal conditions. 

 
9. The rule notice did not provide information regarding the position of Washington and 

Idaho fish management agencies and NOAA Fisheries regarding this rule change. If they 
had provided feed back to ODFW, that information should have been included in the write-
up for this rule change.  In addition, even though some public groups were asked for their 
opinion (the Native Fish Society was not included), but their positions were also not stated 
in the background for this rule change. 

 
 

 
 

 
Bill Bakke 
Native Fish Society, Director of Science and Conservation 
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